
INTRODUCTION

1 Name and geographic information

The language whose dictionary I am presenting has been reported in the literature as Mupun

(Yearwood 1981, Wente-Lukas 1985), Mopun (Hoffmann 1971), and even Mapun

(Frajzyngier 1985). The different spellings are the result of different pronunciations of the

name by the language-speakers. In the present dictionary the language is referred to as

Mupun in deference to the preferred spelling by native speakers as evidenced by the

spelling in Year-wood 1981 as well as by phonological principles of Mupun as explained in

the Grammar ofMupun.

The 1963 census gave the number of people who identify themselves as Mupun as

11,016 (Yearwood 1981:i). If the demographic changes in Mupun are similar to those in

the rest of Nigeria, the corresponding number in 1990 is much larger.

The language is spoken in the Plateau State of Nigeria, in an area within the Lankan

District, lying some sixty miles southeast of Jos, in the communities of Abuor, Dyis,

Kagu, Sihin, Ghitong, Nenlet, Jiblik, Jing, Lankan, Assa, Akon, Naar, Mile Eight, Tong

Fom, and Dun. Access to most of these villages is quite difficult during the rainy season.

The linguistic area of Mupun is bordered by Mwaghavul (sometimes reported in the litera-

ture as 'Sura', 'Mwahavul', 'Maghavul') on the west, and by Angas on the east. On the

north it borders Fyer, Mwaghavul, and Angas. On the southeast it borders Chip. All the

surrounding languages belong to the West Branch of Chadic, with Mwaghavul and Angas

in the same subgroup as Mupun.

The following maps show the location of the Lankan District within Nigeria as well as

villages within the Lankan District. ^
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Although the language is not in immediate danger of disappearing, within the next few

generations this possibility may become a reality. I have observed th^t young speakers

(20-30 years old) of the language, in conversations with each other, tend to use Hausa or

even English, if they are educated. Children in secondary schools use Hausa more often

than Mupun, mainly because they have to interact with non-Mupun speakers. In churches

(most Mupun speakers are Christians) Hausa is used most often, and Mupun is used only

if there are some elderly speakers who do not know Hausa. The present dictionary to-

gether with the grammar thus constitutes a record of a language that may disappear as the

result of urbanization processes and the further encroachment of Hausa and eventually

English.

The purpose of this dictionary is to provide scholars in general linguistics, scholars of

Chadic and Afroasiatic languages, as well as scholars in other disciplines working in

Africa, with data for their own research. This dictionary could also be used as one of the

sources of information if and when Mupun is introduced into an educational system.

The Mupun-English part contains some 1,900 entries. I did not include most of the

words that are obviously very recent borrowings from English or Hausa. This omission is

justified on two grounds. I had no opportunity to establish to what degree these words

have been incorporated into the lexical stock of Mupun, i.e., I had no opportunity to exam-

ine how often speakers would use a borrowed word instead of a possible Mupun equiva-

lent. The second reason is much more pragmatic. I believe that inclusion of such words

would not provide much useful information for a student of Mupun, of comparative

Chadic, or of Afroasiatic.

In the data I collected there are a number of borrowings from another Chadic language,

Hausa, the vehicular language of northern Nigeria. Although the generation to which my

language assistants belong is fluent in Hausa, very often their parents do not know this

language. The direct Hausa influences are therefore very recent.

If a Mupun word has more than one variant, each variant is entered in the dictionary,

with cross-referencing provided whenever possible. There are a few entries for plants for

which I could not provide Latin or English equivalents. The reason for their inclusion is to

provide an opportunity for somebody else to fill this gap.

I mark with the asterisk * ungrammatical expressions. These are provided as part of

the evidence for various descriptions. When I could not determine the lexical category of

an item I indicated that by the question mark '?' in the category assignment column.
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The English-Mupun part contains slightly over 1,600 entries. Its purpose is to provide

a quick access to lexical information for people doing comparative work, work on semantic

fields, or work on other relations within the lexicon.

2 Linguistic classification

Mupun does not have a separate entry in the classification of Chadic languages by Newman

1977, Barreteau and Newman 1978, and Jungraithmayr 1978. It is considered a dialect of

Mwaghavul in Wente-Lukas 1985, and in Hoffmann 1971. Mwaghavul, however, is uni-

formly classified in the Angas subgroup of West Chadic (Newman 1977, Jungraithmayr

1978). The similarities between Mwaghavul, described in Jungraithmayr 1963/1964, and

Mupun are considerable, and there is mutual intelligibility between the two languages.

Speakers of both languages claim, however, that although they can understand each other

to some degree, they cannot speak the other's language. Since there is considerable un-

derstanding between Mwaghavul and Mupun, the two languages could be classified as di-

alects of the same language. Some Christian literature distributed among Mupun is written

in Mwaghavul, and some Mupun speakers have obtained part of their religious instruction

through texts translated into Mwaghavul. But the literacy in Mwaghavul among Mupun

speakers is very low.

Based on the texts included in Yearwood 1981, it appears that the speakers of

Mwaghavul consider Mupun to be a variety, or a part of Mwaghavul (Mwaghavul has sev-

eral times as many speakers as Mupun). Speakers of Mupun appear to be only mildly

sensitive to the linguistic differences among themselves, while the awareness of the differ-

ences between Mupun and Mwaghavul is very high. This is a very interesting phe-

nomenon, which in the absence of clearly defined linguistic criteria indicates how the per-

ception of social, political, and geographical differences among people affects the percep-

tion of linguistic differences.
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3 Dialects

The speakers of Mupun perceive three main divisions within their language community:

Jipaari, which includes the villages of Tong Fom, Assa, Lankan, Akon; Sapuru, which in-

cludes villages south of Lankan, and Jiblik, the third division. The three divisions corre-

spond to linguistic dialectal differences, in that people are recognized as belonging to one or

another group by characteristic features of their speech. Although I did not conduct a sys-

tematic study of dialectal differences, I was able to detect the presence of the three variants

of the language. In the present work, I will call, rather arbitrarily, the speakers of Sapuru

as speaking the Jing dialect (spoken also in Abuor and Kagu); I will retain the term Jipaari

for the dialect spoken in Assa, Lankan, and Dyis, and Jiblik for the variety spoken in

Jiblik. I have extensive data from the Jing and Jipaari dialects and only fragmentary data

from other varieties.

A clue to the origin of dialectal differentiation may be provided by Yearwood's analysis

of Mupun oral history. On the basis of a dozen narratives relating the history of the settle-

ment of the Mupun, Yearwood concludes that the present speakers of Mupun have come

from different directions, albeit all within the radius of some twenty miles. My own field

investigations support Yearwood's conclusions. Within this radius one finds a number of

Chadic languages from the Angas and Ron subgroups: Mwaghavul, Angas, Chip, and

Fyer. It is possible that certain of the dialectal differences within Mupun simply reflect

features of the neighboring languages.

A few of the most striking dialectal differences are as follows: The Jipaari dialect has

no formal distinction between the imperfective aspect and the future tense. Both are

marked by mb6 . A distinction between the two forms exists in the Jing dialect, in which

imperfective is marked by mba and future is marked by n-. The genitive construction in the

Jipaari dialect is marked by preposition n- preceding the possessor. In the Jing dialect it is

marked by simple adposition of two nouns, possessed-possessor. Many speakers of the

Jipaari dialect delete the initial nasal prefix in nouns. Speakers of the Jing dialect delete the

final -r in third person singular pronouns, so instead of [wur] and [war] one will often hear

[wu] and [wa]. The third person feminine pronoun war is pronounced by Jiblik speakers

as [wer] and there is also a variant [er].


